COMPETITION LAW AND POLICY FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) brings mobile internet connectivity to many different sectors of the economy. 5G standard is expected to play a key role in fostering seamless connectivity between devices. However, it also requires licensing patents essential for 5G standards to a diverse group of companies. How to effectively license essential patents in IoT has been the central question in recent policy debates before the European Commission. Competition law has often been invoked as a solution to either directly regulate certain licensing practices or to take a step back and enable the industry to collectively agree on certain licensing solutions. The article analyses three situations where the role of competition law was discussed: i) refusal to license patents to different levels of the production chain; ii) collective price-setting of a standard and iii) collective licensing of patents. The article examines each situation and discusses the appropriate role of competition law in fostering efficient licensing of essential patents in the IoT.
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1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to seamless connectivity between different objects that are able to communicate with each other and the environment.1 We will see “smart” cars, domestic appliances, buildings, healthcare devices, manufacturing machines and cities all connected to the internet with the ability to interact with each other and with users. Already around 10 billion devices are estimated to have connectivity, with an expected rise to as much as 25 billion by 2025.2 The economic impact of IoT will be enormous, with estimated growth of much as $11.1 trillion per year in 2025,3 and $12.3 trillion by 2035.4
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Internet connectivity is largely expected to be facilitated by the 5G cellular communication standard. The 5G will be up to 100 times faster than the existing 4G LTE, with end-to-end latency going down to 1 millisecond which may allow remote surgeries or self-driving cars that depend on the uninterrupted transmission of data. 5G and other interoperability standards are estimated to represent 40% of the potential value of IoT.

Besides connectivity standards such as Wi-Fi, 5G, Bluetooth, IoT objects will also cover different quality and security standards; standards for cooperation between IoT devices and cloud services; standards within IoT devices and cyber security standards.

The plurality of standards used by IoT objects raises certain challenges from the competition law perspective. The use of IoT objects and successful market implementation may be jeopardized if access to the standard is blocked or if companies are unable to interoperate with each other's products. The role of competition law is therefore increasingly seen as a mechanism for ensuring open access to standards, which is recognised by the European Commission as crucial for the success of IoT.

Issues have already emerged regarding the licensing of patents essential for cellular standards (i.e. standard-essential patents or SEPs) in the automotive industry. Telecommunications companies have approached car manufacturers to license patents for 2G, 3G and 4G standards, but they have instead suggested turning to their component manufacturers and pointed to established practices in the automotive industry of supplying components clear of all IP rights. Unable to reach an agreement, automotive manufacturers complained about anti-competitive refusal to license SEPs, as well as an excessively high price for SEPs when measured against the price of components. Additionally, with so many standards used by IoT objects, it may appear surprising that an overall price for numerous standards is unknown. Thus, IoT device manufacturers are unable to plan the costs of production in advance, making licensing disputes more likely. Different measures are being discussed on how to increase the transparency of standards’ prices, including collectively negotiating and fixing the price in advance, which is traditionally strongly prohibited by competition laws.
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Moreover, with countless IoT companies needing to take a license for standards and numerous SEP owners, measures to facilitate collective licensing are being explored. Competition law in this regard is being asked to take a more lenient approach and enable allegedly pro-competitive price negotiations and industry self-regulation.

The current view on the role of competition law and policy for SEP licensing in the IoT is apparently contradictory. On the one hand, competition law is being asked to take the role of a central planner and directly regulate complex questions of where to license in the production chain of diverse IoT devices and uses. On the other hand, competition law is requested to take a step back and enable market-wide price-fixing and collective industry negotiations in order to increase predictability, stability and the efficient use of interoperability standards across IoT industries. Thus, the competition law is currently being tasked with a dual role of both restrictive and flexible enforcement in the IoT at the same time.

Against this background, the article aims to describe and resolve current competition law issues related to the use of interoperability standards in IoT and define the appropriate role of competition law in enabling efficient access to SEPs. The article will argue that we should be cautious against both extremes and avoid using competition law as a tool for market regulation. Instead, competition law should continue to carefully guard against the harmful effects of buyers cartels and downstream collusion that may ultimately be harmful to innovation.

The article will first describe interoperability standards in the IoT, distinguishing between infrastructure interoperability and data interoperability, and explain the problem with licensing SEP. It will then proceed to examine current competition law challenges for the successful use of IoT interoperability standards – value chain licensing of SEPs, increasing the price transparency of SEPs and facilitating collective licensing mechanisms.

2. IoT AND INTEROPERABILITY STANDARDS

Products today need to interoperate with their ‘ecosystem’ to a much greater degree than before. In fact, a product’s degree of compatibility with a system is of significant importance when a consumer makes a decision whether to purchase a product or not. To achieve compatibility, firms need to agree on the interfaces between products so that essential parts of a product may interoperate with its surrounding. Standardised solutions enable interoperability or compatibility between products from different manufacturers to work together, leading to numerous benefits to the whole
economy and consumers.¹¹ For instance, standards allow for the early market adoption of innovative products and services, making products less costly for companies to produce and more valuable to consumers,¹² interoperability between different products in particular allows manufacturers to obtain sufficient economies of scale, reducing costs and price.

There are several layers of interoperability standards, and we may distinguish between standards for the “lower” and the “upper” layer, pointing to a division between infrastructural interoperability and data interoperability. While infrastructural interoperability enables devices to exchange data under common network protocols, data interoperability concerns more directly users and developers of IoT applications within separate ecosystems, allowing them to meaningfully connect their software interfaces.¹³ Indeed, upper layer interoperability is attained by reading and reproducing specific parts of computer programs, called interfaces, which contain the information necessary to “run” programs in a compatible format.¹⁴ With IoT, devices will communicate with other devices, telecom technology, and the Cloud, making interoperability between devices and manufacturers necessary for the full benefits of IoT to materialise.

In the lower layer, infrastructure interoperability (connectivity) standards specify how different products interact with one another and work together successfully.¹⁵ Connectivity standards are especially relevant for the IoT, as they will enable connected devices such as cars,
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domestic appliances, wearables and industrial equipment to communicate seamlessly with each other, regardless of manufacturer, operating system, or other technical components. An example of well-known connectivity standards are 3G (UMTS), 4G (LTE) and current 5G (NR) cellular standard, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB. With the improved capacity to handle a significantly greater number of devices using high volumes of data, the 5G standard is expected to be a key enabler of IoT connectivity.

On the other hand, in the upper layer, IoT devices will gather large amounts of user data. Such data will be both personal, relating to identifiable individuals, and non-personal, where the information about an individual person cannot be discerned. However, for the seamless functioning of the IoT system, such data will need to be shared among different manufacturers of IoT equipment. Precisely how the sharing and interoperability of IoT data is to be achieved remains an open question.

IoT standards are usually developed by numerous Standard-Development Organisations (SDO) or may emerge as a de facto standard if one firm’s solution is widely accepted on the market. Many different SDOs are currently competing to be leaders in enacting standards for the IoT era, with large international formal SDOs such as ISO, ITU-T, IEC, ETSI, CEN-CENELEC; quasi-formals SSOs such IEEE, W3C, as well as numerous smaller consortia present in the IoT standardisation system. In 2015, the EU Commission and various IoT players launched a large-scale alliance called AIOTI (Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation) with the aim to assist the Commission in innovation and standardisation.
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policies. However, whether these collective efforts under SDOs will be relevant in a world where Google (Brillo and Weave), Apple (HomeKit), Samsung (SmartThings), Amazon (Alexa) and Microsoft (Windows 10 IoT editions) are all bringing out their own unilateral IoT solutions and aim to position themselves as de facto standards on the market remains to be seen. Thus in the IoT, we will see a number of different SDO and de facto standards mutually competing and co-existing in the market.

Interoperability standards are not free but are usually covered by a large number of patents. The European Patent Office found that applications for patents in the IoT field are increasing, with a growth rate of 54% in contrast to the 7.6% growth rate of other patent applications. Moreover, more than 5,000 patent applications for inventions related to autonomous objects were filled in 2016 alone. Only 5G is estimated to have over 95,000 declared patents or patent applications, while 4G and 3G standards were estimated to have over 45,000 and 39,000 declared SEPs respectively. The ETSI database contains 25,070 disclosed patent families, with a strong upward trend of new patents being disclosed, about a third of SEP disclosures occurred in 2017–2018. However, it should be recognised that not all declared essential patents are factually essential for a standard because of the well-documented over-disclosure problem within SDOs and the lack of independent verification of patent’s essentiality.
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Nevertheless, there are still a large number of SEP and SEP owners making efficient access to the standard by a diverse range of IoT implementers doubtful. The sheer transaction costs of identifying and negotiating licenses with each and every SEP owner may be prohibitively high especially for SMEs, while the complex and non-transparent SEP landscape creates uncertainty over which patents IoT manufacturers precisely use and infringe.

The problems with SEPs licensing for connectivity standards are not new, global SEP litigation, competition investigations and policy debates have played out for years in the telecommunications industry. On the one hand, standard users were complaining of a patent holdup, where SEP owners would demand excessive licensing terms after their patents are included in a standard and implementers are locked-in to using standardised technologies, and royalty stacking where royalties that need to be paid to multiple SEP owners would stack-up making the use of a standard prohibitively costly in the aggregate. On the other hand, SEP owners submit that it is in fact implementers that are engaging in a holdout, strategically delaying negotiations and conclusion of licensing agreements to avoid paying any royalties or exert pressure to lower royalties below
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Additionally, SEPs are normally committed by their owners to be licensed on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms and the precise scope and content of a FRAND obligation was a matter of intensive disputes. The smartphone patent wars involved a clash between virtually every company in the smartphone industry about the precise meaning of FRAND licensing terms. Some of the contested issues related to methodologies and principles for calculating FRAND royalties; the content of the non-discrimination obligation; the use and availability of injunctions for SEPs; whether a FRAND license is global or local in scope, and the role of competition law and policy in constraining the licensing conduct of SEP owners. Over the years many of the issues have been clarified but regular disputes still remain.

IoT, however, brings new challenges to efficient SEP licensing. As seen, new industries will be using connectivity standards but have little to no experience with SEPs. The sheer plurality of implementations and uses will create mass SEP infringement problems, and it would be practically unfeasible for SEP to identify, negotiate and conclude bilateral licenses with all implementers. IoT device makers too will encounter unclear licensing framework and diverse SEP landscape. They currently lack the key information on the price of the standard, the number of truly essential patents they use and the names of licensors they need to contact to conclude licenses. Moreover, the IP licensing practice developed in different IoT sectors may also be different from the one used in telecommunications industries. Thus, the unclear and unpredictable SEP licensing framework risks jeopardising the successful implementation of interoperability standards in IoT devices.

Three issues have been pertinent in legal and policy circles regarding the role of competition law in the IoT: 1) a refusal to license SEPs to different levels of the production chain; 2) increasing the transparency on standards’ price (i.e. standard’s price-fixing) and 3) collective licensing of SEPs. In all these cases competition law has been invoked to ensure market access and a stable licensing environment but at potential risk of collusion, downstream cartelisation and harm to future innovation incentives.

3. **Refusal to License SEPs to Different Levels of the Production Chain**

The practice in the telecommunications industry is to license SEPs to final end-device manufacturers.\(^{32}\) This is because end products, in this case, smartphones, are said to reflect the true value of the interoperability standard most accurately as the functionality of the standard is only fully realised in the end device. Additionally, it enables transaction costs savings by negotiating with one group of licensees; provides the ease of monitoring the compliance with royalty payments, and allows mutual cross-licensing between vertically integrated SEP owners.\(^{33}\) An approach from the telecommunications sector is often called “access to all” to reflect the view that SEP owners are free to choose the level of the supply chain at which they want to conclude licenses. Once this is done, firms located elsewhere in the value chain indirectly benefit by having access to standards without the need to directly obtain a license.\(^{34}\) In other words, other companies in the supply chain are free to use and implement the standard, licensing is done only at one level of the supply chain.

However, other industries may have different licensing practices. For example, in the automotive sector licensing is done at a component level and manufacturers are expected to deliver components free of any third-party rights. Supply agreements include indemnity clauses in favour of OEMs to compensate for any IP infringement.\(^{35}\) It is further argued that SEPs are largely implemented in a component (typically a baseband chip) and, as a result, components best reflect the value of standardised technology. Component manufacturers are then logical counterparts in licensing negotiations as they possess the necessary knowledge directly relating to the standardised technology. Basing royalties and licensing at the end-product level was compared to a “tax on innovation” that inappropriately overcompensates SEP holders for other unrelated inventions and components. An additional argument is that component-level licensing would be efficient and bring transaction cost savings as SEP owners would be negotiating only with relatively few chip manufacturers, rather than numerous end-device
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A component-level licensing approach is often referred to as “license to all” meaning that SEP owners are required to license to any company in the supply chain that requests so, and cannot unilaterally choose one level of the supply chain to license and refuse to license to other levels.

Ultimately, however, the debate behind “access to all” and “license to all” approaches is about the price. Namely, SEP royalties based on the value of components would be much lower than if applied to the value of end devices. Consider, for example, using the 1% royalty on the price of an end-device ($500) or a component ($10) would lead to radically different amounts ($5 and $0.5 respectively). Similarly, if SEP owners would use a per-unit royalty of $5, it would be easier justified and collected on a $500 end-device, than on a $10 component. Often, profit margins of components are set at a lower level in order to stay competitive. A SEP royalty may exceed the current profit margin of component manufacturers who would be unable to pay or if they do, they will need to increase the price of components which may put them at a competitive disadvantage against other unlicensed competitors. Thus, the value chain licensing question has important practical implications.

Against this background, the clashes between two different industry practices and pricing have led to disputes between SEP owners and IoT device makers. While SEP owners are pursuing licensing at the end-device level, IoT OEMs are claiming that their component manufacturers are the right licensing counterparty. After unsuccessfully trying to obtain a license, component manufacturers are claiming that refusal by SEP owners to directly offer them a license is anti-competitive. The European Commission at the moment is reluctant to directly intervene stressing that there is “no one-size-fits-all solution” and that the approach differs “from sector to sector and over time”, leaving the industry to arrive at a satisfactory outcome.

Therefore, this section will explain cases where competition law was invoked to a refusal to license SEPs at different levels of the production chain and assess the suitability of competition law in this context.

3.1. FTC v. QUALCOMM

Qualcomm is a major owner of cellular SEPs for 3G, 4G, and now also 5G, and is additionally a manufacturer of baseband chips for smartphones. It adopted a practice of licensing SEPs only to smartphone manufacturers and not to other upstream chip makers. Namely, Qualcomm refused to sell its baseband processors unless OEMs also accepted to license Qualcomm’s SEPs, called a “no license-no chips” policy. According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Qualcomm’s conduct breached Section 2 of the Shearman Act because the refusal to license SEPs to other chip competitors foreclosed their effective access to the market. It also increased the costs of using competing baseband chips because OEMs would have to pay not only the price of the chip but also allegedly elevated SEP royalties. The effects of Qualcomm’s licensing practices are thus likened to a “tax” on smartphone manufacturers who use non-Qualcomm chips.39 Raising the all-on costs of baseband processors is said to weaken Qualcomm’s competitors by reducing their demand and maintaining Qualcomm’s monopoly in the baseband processors market.40 Therefore, the FTC v. Qualcomm case tested whether US antitrust law can apply to the choice of SEP owners where to license in the supply chain.

In the first instance, the Northern District Court of California upheld FTC’s complaint by finding Qualcomm’s licensing practices anti-competitive.41 The district court considered that Qualcomm has an antitrust duty to license SEP to its rivals. It considered that the US Supreme Court’s limited exception to the general right of companies to freely decide on their business partners, provided in Aspen Skiing and Verizon v. Trinko, applies in this case.42 According to the US Supreme Court, a refusal to cooperate with rivals could constitute anticompetitive conduct only in limited circumstances when there is: i) a unilateral termination of a voluntary and profitable course of dealing; ii) a refusal to deal even if compensated at retail price, which suggested that the conduct was anticompetitive; iii) a refusal to provide a product that was already sold in a retail market to other customers.43 The district court considered all three criteria fulfilled. First, Qualcomm was found to have licensed SEPs to chip manufacturers
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two decades ago (in the 1990s). Second, a refusal to license chip manufacturers was motivated by “anticompetitive malice” because of alleged willingness to sacrifice short term benefits of profitable licenses from modem chip rivals in order to obtain higher profits in the long run from the exclusion of competition. And finally, the district court held that because Qualcomm was found to have initially licensed its SEP to chip manufacturers, the third factor was also satisfied.

Moreover, the district court also considered that Qualcomm’s no license-no chip policy is anti-competitive towards OEMs. It is said to have effectively provided exclusivity because if OEMs did not want to sign a separate SEP license agreement, Qualcomm would cut off, or threaten to cut off chip supply, as well as delay or withhold technical support. The district court also considered Qualcomm’s royalties as unreasonably high royalties because they were based on the value of the end device, rather than on a chip, which is said to reflect its monopoly power rather than the value of patents.

The case quickly drew both positive and negative commentary. On the one hand, it was praised for correctly applying antitrust laws because SEPs should be licensed to all, including chip manufacturers that substantially embody SEPs. On the other hand, the case was criticised for misapplying the antitrust duty to deal doctrine, overlooking the effects of patent exhaustion doctrine and disregarding incentives to innovate in the future. Namely, Aspen Skiing’s relevance as a source of an antitrust duty to deal was limited by the Supreme Court in holding that “Aspen Skiing is at or near the outer boundary of Section 2 liability”. The Su-
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preme Court explained that compelling companies to enter into a business relationship “may lessen the incentive for the monopolist, the rival, or both to invest in [...] economically beneficial facilities”\(^{53}\) and would require “antitrust courts to act as central planners, identifying the proper price, quantity, and other terms of dealing – a role for which they are ill-suited”.\(^{54}\) Therefore, the US antitrust agencies confirmed that antitrust “liability for mere unilateral, unconditional refusals to license will not play a meaningful part” in their enforcement efforts.\(^{55}\) Moreover, Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim noted that, in his view, “a unilateral and unconditional refusal to license a patent should be considered as per se legal”.\(^{56}\) Additionally, there were also other plausible motivations for Qualcomm’s conduct, such as a rational profit-maximizing preference to generate licensing revenue from wealthier device makers than from rival chipset makers, as well as avoiding patent exhaustion. The district court was also criticised for not assessing whether consumers were adversely affected by Qualcomm’s refusal to license chip manufacturers.

On appeal, the case was reversed. The Ninth Circuit criticised the district court for misapplying *Aspen Skiing* and erred in holding that Qualcomm was under an antitrust duty to license rival chip manufacturers.\(^{57}\) It reiterated the Supreme Court’s reasoning that an antitrust duty to deal in *Aspen Skiing* should be applied only in rare circumstances and that this doctrine “is at or near the outer boundary of Section 2 liability”.\(^{58}\) The Ninth Circuit did not find persuasive evidence that Qualcomm in the past gave exhaustive licenses to chip manufacturers. Qualcomm appeared to have given only non-exhaustive licenses but ceased giving them as soon as the US patent exhaustion doctrine was changed to potentially lead to exhaustion.\(^{59}\) The second factor of being compensated at a retail price was also not found to have been met. Namely, Qualcomm responded to the change in patent exhaustion law by choosing a more lucrative option both in the short and the long term. The goal of antitrust law is not to force companies to forego profits, which attracts business acumen in the first
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place. Thus, choosing a more profitable licensing level in itself is not prohibited.\textsuperscript{60} Finally, the Ninth Circuit found no evidence that Qualcomm singled out any specific chip supplier for anticompetitive treatment. Instead, it applied OEM level licensing equally and declined to enforce its patents against rival chipmakers. The court described Qualcomm’s licensing policy as “no license, no problem”.\textsuperscript{61} It noted that the situation would be different if Qualcomm were to refuse to license its SEPs to end-device manufacturers unless they first agreed to purchase its chips, described as a “no chips, no license” policy.\textsuperscript{62} In this scenario, chip manufacturers might have an antitrust claim because end-device makers would be forced to purchase either Qualcomm’s chips or pay for both Qualcomm’s and competitor’s chips. However, this is not what happened, and Qualcomm’s practice was considered to be chip-supplier neutral as regardless of which chip is purchased Qualcomm collects royalties only at the end-device level.

The Ninth Circuit also examined an additional argument raised by the FTC that Qualcomm’s conduct was nevertheless anticompetitive because Qualcomm breached its FRAND commitments requiring it to license to all companies in the production chain. Without going into the merits of whether the text of the relevant FRAND commitments imposes a contractual duty to license to all,\textsuperscript{63} the court rejected FTC’s claim as it was not persuaded that the alleged breach of a contractual commitment itself impaired the opportunities of rivals.\textsuperscript{64} The court considered that not enforcing SEPs against rival chip manufacturers under a “no license, no problem” policy is equivalent to a \textit{de facto} license that allows chip manufacturers to practice Qualcomm’s SEPs royalty-free.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, Qualcomm’s licensing policy was consistent with existing licensing practices in the telecommunications industry. Thus, the Ninth Circuit concluded that the appropriate remedy for a breach of FRAND commitments lies in contract or patent law, not competition law.\textsuperscript{66}

The judgment of the Ninth Circuit appears correct, despite some criticism.\textsuperscript{67} The key is that there is no exclusion of competing component
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makers, patents are not enforced against them and the licensing is done at the end-device level. In other words, nothing prevents competing chip makers from selling to smartphone manufacturers. Another important point is that the value of IP rights is disassociated from the value of its physical component. The value of cellular connectivity to a smartphone can only be properly measured by the value that consumers derive from the use of connectivity standards. For example, in addition to enabling a phone to make and receive calls, 4G and 5G standards provide faster internet connectivity and sharing of pictures, music and video. Thus, the costs of the standard's physical implementation are not a reliable proxy of its value. As one US judge explained: “The benefit of the patent lies in the idea, not in the small amount of silicon that happens to be where that idea is physically implemented. Basing a royalty solely on chip price is like valuing a copyrighted book based only on the costs of the binding, paper, and ink needed to actually produce the physical product. While such a calculation captures the cost of the physical product, it provides no indication of its actual value.”

Indeed, while it is true that it is more profitable to license to end-device makers, the question is not of profitability but of the proper valuation of IP rights. Unlicensed component makers may not be able to pay the full price for the standard. For example, consider the case of Innovatio where the court calculated royalties for Innovatio's 19 SEPs for Wi-Fi standard by looking at the average price of a Wi-Fi chip and using the average profit margin as the maximum royalty cap that a chip manufacturer would pay. The court found that the average Wi-Fi chip price between 1997 to 2003 was $14.85 yielding an average profit of $1.80 on each chip, which is taken to be the maximum price for Wi-Fi standard. This produced a paradoxical result where the value of Wi-Fi technology is almost ten times less than its physical implementation. Moreover, it would be hard to imagine that the value of the whole Wi-Fi connectivity to end-users is worth less than $1.80. Thus, the reason why SEP owners may decide to license only to end-device makers is because component manufacturers may not be able to pay the full value of the standard, or if they do decide to take a license, they would need to raise the price of components which they might be reluctant to do.

Therefore, as long as the SEP owners adopt a uniform practice of licensing only at the end-device level there can be no anticompetitive foreclosure as nothing prevents component manufacturers from selling to end-device manufacturers.

It would be anti-competitive, however, if the SEP owner would enforce patents against component manufactures without offering them a license, but it seems that no company to date used such a strategy.

3.2. CONTINENTAL V. AVANCI

As mentioned, in the IoT cars will be transformed into “smartphones on wheels” for integrating many different technologies and applications powered by 5G connectivity. Following the practice of the telecommunication industry, SEP owners approached car manufacturers for a license for SEPs. However, Daimler initially refused to take a license and pointed to its suppliers as an appropriate licensing counterparty. One of its suppliers of telematics control units (TCUs) that provides cars with cellular connectivity, Continental, brought a suit in the US against Avanci patent pool and some of its members alleging that a refusal to directly license SEPs to component manufacturers is anti-competitive.

The district court however dismissed claims that licensing SEPs only at the end-device level is anticompetitive. It found no antitrust injury on the side of Continental for not being able to directly obtain a license for SEPs because, as the court correctly recognised, Continental can still produce TCUs for OEMs since the defendants are actively licensing SEPs to the OEMs. Moreover, the court noted that Continental may be able to produce TCUs at a lower cost since it would not have to pay a license for any SEPs since OEMs will pay for licensing. Continental also could not allege that it has been unable to continue to produce and sell TCUs to the OEMs or that OEMs cannot obtain SEP licenses, in fact, the opposite is true. Finally, the court explained that Continental might be able to claim antitrust injury if non-FRAND royalties paid by OEMs would be passed on to component manufacturers, but it found that Continental failed to sufficiently alleged that those increased prices will in fact be passed on upstream.

Even assuming there was an antitrust injury, the court was sceptical that any abuse of dominance occurred. One allegation was that SEP own-
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ers extract supra-competitive royalties from end-device manufacturers in contravention of the FRAND licensing commitment. However, the court was not persuaded that simply charging a higher price, without more, is anti-competitive. US antitrust law does not condemn excessive prices, a lawful monopolist’s “charging of monopoly prices is not only not unlawful; it is an important element of the free-market system.”\textsuperscript{76} And even if there is a breach of contractual obligation to license on FRAND terms, the district court concurred with Ninth Circuit’s \textit{FTC v. Qualcomm} ruling that such is not necessarily an antitrust violation, and an appropriate remedy lies in contract law.\textsuperscript{77}

\section*{3.3. Nokia v. Daimler}

The litigation between SEP owners and car manufacturers is playing out in the EU as well. After failed negotiations, Nokia, Sharp and Conversant sued Daimler in Germany for patent infringement and were able to obtain first-instance injunctions.\textsuperscript{78} Daimler and its suppliers complained to the European Commission that refusal to directly license SEPs to component manufacturers is anti-competitive,\textsuperscript{79} and made similar claims before courts.

German first-instance courts were not persuaded that the practice of licensing only to car manufacturers is anti-competitive. In \textit{Nokia v. Daimler} Mannheim Regional Court held that the SEP owner under patent law is free to choose the level of the supply chain to assert its rights and did not find that the enforcement of SEPs against end-device manufacturers could lead to consumer harm.\textsuperscript{80} Similarly, Munich Regional Court in \textit{Sharp v. Daimler} maintained that it is not abusive for SEP owners to seek licenses only from end-device manufacturers.\textsuperscript{81} According to the court, a FRAND commitment creates an obligation to enable access to the standard, but it does not impose a duty to grant licenses at all levels of the production chain.\textsuperscript{82} Access to the standard can also be obtained by a license given at the last level in the production chain from which suppliers can benefit by
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...selling to licensed end-device manufacturers. Therefore, since there is no potential for exclusion of component manufacturers, courts did not see any competitive harm and the reason for the application of competition law.

There are two possible doctrinal venues for the application of Article 102 TFEU: i) a refusal to license IP rights, and ii) *Huawei v. ZTE* framework for injunctions for SEPs. Both options would be difficult to apply to the level licensing question. Namely, a refusal to license doctrine applies only in “exceptional circumstances.”

In *Magill*, *IMS Health* and *Microsoft*, the EU courts held that the following criteria have to be met: i) a refusal to license IPRs relates to a product or service that is indispensable to the exercise of a particular activity on a neighbouring market; ii) the refusal to license IPRs is of such kind to exclude any effective competition on that neighbouring market; iii) the refusal to license IPRs prevents the appearance of a new product for which there is potential consumer demand. These conditions are unlikely to be met when the SEP owner adopts a policy of licensing at the end-device level.

The refusal to license doctrine will hardly be applicable as there is simply no exclusion of component manufacturers from the market. Thus, having a direct license is hardly indispensable under the first condition. Observed empirical realities confirm that a refusal to license component manufacturers does not lead to the elimination of competition in the downstream market or prevent the appearance of a new product. Quite the opposite, in the smartphone industry we have witnessed the rapid entry of new market players, vigorous downstream competition, and an overall decrease in consumer prices. Having a direct license from the
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85 T-201/04 Microsoft v. Commission EU:T:2007:289, 332; see also: Commission, Enforcement Priorities Guidelines 81 (the European Commission will consider the following legal test in deciding to bring the case in refusal to license cases: i) the refusal to license relates to a product or service that is objectively necessary to be able to compete effectively on a downstream market; ii) the refusal to license is likely to lead to the elimination of effective competition on the downstream market, and iii) the refusal is likely to lead to consumer harm).
86 See: Galetovic, A., Haber, S., Zaretzki, L., 2018, Is There an Anti-Commons Tragedy in the Smartphone Industry, *Berkeley Technology Law Journal*, 32, p. 1527 (the number of smartphone devices sold each year is increasing by 20.1% per year on average, with 1.474 billion smartphone devices being sold only in 2016); Mallinson, K., 2016, Don’t Fix What Isn’t Broken: The Extraordinary Record of Innovation and Success in the Cellular Industry Under Existing Licensing Practices, *George Mason Law Review*, 23, p. 967 (finding high levels of R&D and innovation in ICT industry; new entrants and exists in the market and industry concentration declining from a highly concen-
SEP owner is only one way of having access to the standard, other equally acceptable methods include indirectly benefiting from a license by selling components to licensed downstream manufacturers, concluding non-assertion agreements, or even not having any license at all if the patent owner has a policy of not monetising its patents and thus not having a licensing program. Moreover, even if the SEP owner would theoretically want to exclude component manufacturers, it would have to sue first for patent infringement and request an injunction. Even if the SEP owner prevails on patent questions, per Huawei v. ZTE it would not be able to obtain an injunction without first offering component manufacturers a FRAND license. Thus there is no possibility of exclusion of component manufacturers from the market even if the SEP owner would want to. Therefore, with or without a license, component manufacturers are not precluded from selling their products to downstream manufacturers when SEP owners implement a policy of licensing only at the end-device level.

In the alternative, it is argued that competition law duty to license component manufacturers may arise out of the Huawei v. ZTE case which concerned the use of injunctions for the infringement of SEPs. There the CJEU held that particular circumstances of the case involving SEPs that are encumbered by the FRAND commitment justify restricting the use of injunctions. The CJEU in one paragraph said that “FRAND terms create legitimate expectations on the part of third parties that the proprietor of the SEP will in fact grant licenses on such terms, a refusal by the proprietor of the SEP to grant a license on those terms may, in principle, constitute an abuse within the meaning of Article 102 TFEU” By way of analogy, it is suggested that the reference to the legitimate expectation of third parties implies that the SEP owner has a duty to grant licenses to everyone, including component manufacturers.

However, Huawei v. ZTE does not appear to apply in this context as well. Namely, Huawei v. ZTE concerned the general conditions under which SEP holders can seek injunctions against unlicensed implement-
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ers, and it says nothing about a duty to license specifically to component suppliers. The case itself concerned two end-device manufacturers, and it would be difficult to think that the court also had in mind component manufacturers. While it is true that the court discussed legitimate expectations in the context of bilateral negotiations between a SEP owner and a prospective licensee that the SEP owner decided to license, it cannot be said that this reference also implies a competition law duty to license to any party, to which the SEP owner never licensed in the past and which may not infringe all SEPs in the portfolio. Finally, the argument misreads the legitimate expectations requirement of the FRAND commitment. Component suppliers can only be said to have legitimate expectations to obtain a direct license if such an obligation is included in the text of the FRAND commitment itself or in the SDO policy. However, the wording of the FRAND commitment differs among SDOs, most appear not to regulate this issue and leave it to SEP owners to decide where in the production chain to license. Finally, the Huawei v. ZTE case itself left the specification of precise FRAND licensing terms to negotiations between the parties and the ECJ refused to be drawn into stipulating exact commercial terms and price regulation. If there are any principles to be drawn from Huawei v. ZTE, it is that it only provides a negotiation framework for parties to agree on licensing terms, refraining from direct regulatory intervention into commercial terms.

3.4. POLICY OUTCOMES

Having seen that competition law should not be applicable to the situation when the SEP owner adopts a policy of licensing to a certain level of the production chain and not to others, it does not mean that there is

92 For discussion on the legitimate expectations see: Borghetti, J-S., Nikolic, I., Petit, N., 2021.

93 Ibid. The IEEE appears to be the only SDO to date to have imposed a duty to directly license to every company in the production chain that requests a license. However, the faith of IEEE’s policy remains uncertainty since many companies have refused to comply with the new IPR Policy and the US DOJ in 2020 revoked a favourable business review it had initially granted back in 2015, instructing the IEEE to reconsider changing its IPR policy. Internal discussion within IEEE about amending its IPR Policies seem to have started in 2021. See: Gupta, K., Effraimidis, G., 2019, IEEE Patent Policy Revisions: An Empirical Examination of Impact, The Antitrust Bulletin 64, p. 151 (finding the overall number of new positive letters of assurances accepting to license under the new IPR Policy has dropped by 90% since the adoption); Department of Justice, Letter from Makan Delrahim, Assistant Attorney General to Sophia Muirhead (10 September 2020) (IEEE III Business Review Letter); Loyd, R., 2021, IEEE Opens Review of Controversial Patent Policy (25 February) IAM.
nothing to be done to improve the SEP licensing framework for the IoT. Rather, it suggests that a solution lies elsewhere, and not in competition law. In its recent report, the European Commission’s SEP Expert Group recommended three policy principles for finding the most appropriate licensing level in the IoT, without recommending any competition law intervention. The policy principles are: i) licensing at a single level in the value chain for a particular licensed product; ii) a uniform FRAND royalty for a particular product irrespective of the level of licensing; iii) FRAND royalty is a cost element in the price of a component and should be passed on downstream.

The policy recommendations from Commission’s SEP Expert Group represent sound principles that recognise the efficiency of licensing only at one level of the production chain and the fact that the value of the standard is reflected in its downstream use and not on the price or profit margins of unlicensed component manufacturers. This would make royalties the same irrespective of whether they are paid by end-device makers or component manufacturers as they represent a cost that should be passed on further downstream. The precise licensing level would then be chosen which brings the most efficiencies, such as transaction costs savings, the ease of monitoring the compliance with licensing agreements and the possibility for cross-licensing.

In order to select the most optimal licensing level, the Commission’s SEP Expert Group recommends industry-wide coordination between SEP owners and implementers. The idea is to have group discussions among SEP owners about the most appropriate licensing level for each IoT industry and, once they agree, SEP owners would negotiate together with implementers. Implementers would also need to have vertical discussions among them about how to pass on the costs of licensing further downstream. The industry-wide coordination may indeed produce the most widely accepted result, but opens competition concerns of both the upstream technology market and downstream product level collusion. In particular, implementers may act as a covert buyer cartel and exercise
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downward pressure on royalties. Thus, competition safeguards need to be implemented to guard against collusion, and any decision must be strictly voluntary, with each party having the possibility to deviate if it is unsatisfied with the results of joint negotiations.

Consequently, the role of competition law should not be to directly regulate the licensing level at which companies should license their SEPs, but should create an environment where the industry can agree on the most optimal solution for each IoT vertical while ensuring that harmful effects of potential upstream and downstream collusion are minimised.

4. Collective Price Setting of a Standard

As explained, the current SEP licensing environment is characterised by disaggregated patent ownership and individual bilateral licensing. This situation is unsatisfactory as IoT implementers have no information about the final price of the standard which they can plan in their budgets. They are rightly concerned about potential royalty stacking if approached by numerous SEP owners, making the price excessive in the aggregate. Moreover, the more time passes from the launch of a product to the conclusion of licensing agreement implementers own a higher amount for past-due royalties, making planning and budgeting of IP costs even more difficult.

To improve the transparency and predictability of the SEP licensing market, the Commission’s SEP Expert Group suggested for the industry collectively negotiate and set the aggregate royalty for a standard. The idea is to have preferably for each IoT product category a reasonable aggregate royalty determined in advance before product launch. In the first instance, the SEP Expert Group considers that SEP owners should agree among themselves about a reasonable aggregate royalty. Since both upstream and vertically integrated SEP owners will need to negotiate and find an acceptable solution, it is expected that negotiated aggregate royalty
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will produce widely satisfactory results. Voting rules should ensure that no group would have a decisive vote and outvote the other group.\textsuperscript{103} In the next stage, the reasonable aggregate rate royalty will be reviewed by implementers who can give their feedback, possibly leading to the adjustment of royalty.\textsuperscript{104} However, the SEP Expert Group does not appear to require the consent of implementers, their role is only consultative and it is up to SEP owners to decide whether to take implementers’ feedback into account to ensure that the aggregate royalty gains wider market acceptance.

While setting an aggregate royalty for the standard upfront will certainly increase transparency and predictability in the market, and smoothen licensing negotiations, what is remarkable is that Commission’s SEP Expert Group openly endorses collective price-fixing. On the one hand, an aggregate royalty for a standard will help implementers plan their business strategy with the full knowledge of the costs for the use of SEPs. It also effectively resolves royalty stacking and holdup concerns as the standard’s aggregate royalty is known in advance and individual royalties will not exceed the maximum agreed amount. On the other hand, collective industry negotiations and setting an aggregate royalty is a form of price-fixing strongly prohibited by competition laws.\textsuperscript{105} It signals that the Commission considers that pro-competitive benefits outweigh the dangers of price-fixing in the context of technology standards.

However, the competitive danger lingers on the implementer’s side who may act as a covered buyers cartel exercising anticompetitive downwards pressure on royalties. Namely, it is suggested in the literature that an aggregate royalty should be jointly agreed upon between SEP owners and standard implementers.\textsuperscript{106} Joint negotiations are said to provide a
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fairer outcome as an endorsement by implementers would lead to less litigation and disputes over royalties. However, joint negotiations may result in sub-optimal outcomes,\textsuperscript{107} as a large group of implementers negotiating license rates with SEP holders may collectively exert anti-competitive pressure to depress royalties below a reasonable level and refuse to license even at the most reasonable rates unless SEP owners agree on their proposals.\textsuperscript{108} Economists have confirmed that it is likely that SEP royalties negotiated collectively will be lower than those set by SEP owners individually.\textsuperscript{109}

The dangers of buyers’ cartel are nothing new in EU competition law. Commission has, for example, fined tobacco processors for colluding on the process and other trading conditions that they would offer to tobacco growers.\textsuperscript{110} Recently, it uncovered and fined a cartel of ethylene purchases who colluded to buy ethylene for the lowest possible price.\textsuperscript{111} They exchanged sensitive and confidential purchase pricing information and coordinated the price negotiations strategy against the ethylene seller. The Commission considers buyer’s cartels just as harmful as cartels on the sellers’ side since they replace uncertainty with coordination, preventing companies from competing on the merits and competitive process for inputs.\textsuperscript{112} Sellers’ cartels are prohibited even though companies conspire to pay lower prices which might theoretically be passed on to consumers in the form of cheaper end-products. However, the danger in the standardisation context is that anti-competitive low prices may seriously damage dynamic efficiency and incentives to invest in the development of new technologies. Deprived of appropriate returns and resources, SEP owners
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may underinvest in the next generation of collaborative standardisation or migrate to proprietary solutions.

Moreover, a practical problem with the implementation of joint negotiations between SEP holders and standard implementers is how to reach a consensus between entities with fundamentality diverging interests. The requirement to strike a deal may lead to endless battles between SEP owners and implementers. Moreover, if the decision on the aggregate royalty would be made by a simple majority vote, it risks SEP owners being outvoted on the crucial decision on the pricing of their technology. However, Contreras argues that joint ex-ante negotiations would be efficient as SEP holders would have an option to defect from SDOs if implementers exert too much downward pressure on royalties, acting as a counterbalance to any potential harmful collective behaviour by standard implementers. However, forcing technology developers to leave SDOs and establish proprietary solutions does not appear to be a socially desirable outcome. Moreover, permitting companies that have not developed and do not own technology to decide on its price would effectively resemble an expropriation of technology.

Apparently recognising these concerns the Commission’s SEP Expert Group suggests that implementers should only be consulted about the aggregate royalty with the final decision remaining on SEP owners. This would prevent implementers from acting as covered sellers’ cartel, but safeguards should be put in place to ensure that collusion does not occur in practice. On the hand, on the technology market side, certain market factors ensure that the pricing decision of SEP owners will be reasonable. First, SEP owners have an incentive to price reasonably as the amount of collected royalties depends on a standard’s successful adoption in the market. Pricing too high would jeopardise the successful implementation of the standard and IoT device makers might migrate to alternative solutions if the aggregate royalty burden becomes excessive. Next, SEP owners themselves have different business interests, some are pure upstream companies that rely primarily on licensing income, while others are vertically integrated and have an incentive to keep overall royalties as low as possible to reduce their production costs. Thus, the opposing interests

of SEP owners are expected to converge to the optimal royalty level that is neither too high to the detriment of vertically integrated companies nor too low to the disadvantage of upstream SEP owners.

It remains to be seen whether the proposal for the industry-wide agreement on the reasonable aggregate royalty for a standard will be implemented. The IoT context, however, appears to have changed competition law’s traditional suspicion of price-fixing. Competition authorities seem to recognise that in a standardisation context fragmented and uncoordinated individual licensing creates more harm than good. Nevertheless, competition law should still remain vigilant that coordination on the buyers’ side does not harm innovation incentives and exert anticompetitive pressure on SEP owners.

5. Collective Licensing of SEPs

Even with an agreed reasonable aggregate royalty for a standard, the challenge in the IoT remains with uncoordinated individual licensing. Namely, SEP owners would still have to target and negotiate licenses with a limitless number of IoT companies and industries. This will often not be feasible. A piecemeal solution where only some companies on the market are licensed distorts the level playing field among competitors, which may make implementers reluctant to be the first to take a license. Moreover, even with an aggregate royalty cap, the problem remains on how to determine the level of individual royalties.

A solution for the changing environment of IoT may come from patents pools, which are arrangements among patent owners to assemble a package of SEPs and jointly license them under common terms and conditions between themselves and third parties. Patent pools offer many efficiencies. They reduce transaction costs by offering a ‘one-stop shop’ to implementers who need to conclude only one license for the whole SEP portfolio, instead of bilaterally negotiating and paying royalties separately with each SEP owner. Similarly, pools are a one-stop-shop also for SEP owners who do not need to individual approach and negotiation with each and every implementer, licensing is done collectively via the pool. A study by Merges and Mattioli estimated that MPEG and HEVC standard patent pools have saved approximately $600 million and $400 million

respectively in transaction costs. 117 Another positive aspect of standard related pools is the transparency and predictability they bring to SEP licensing – the pool’s royalty provides an estimate of the aggregate royalty for a standard; the mandatory essentiality checks of patents included in a pool weed’s out non-essential patents; the publication of SEPs included in a pool enables licensees to verify whether they are infringing patents, and the publication of uniform licensing terms promotes non-discriminatory licensing. 118 Moreover, pools are also said to reduce litigation and encourage research and development. 119 Because of these characteristic, the European Commission increasingly sees them as a way to facilitate SEP licensing for the IoT and the SEP Expert Groups recommends pool formation for the IoT. 120

However, pools may raise some competition concerns, if they include substitute patents they may act as a cartel, and as with any gathering of competitors, there is a risk of collusion. If pools include patents that cover technologies that are substitutes, it will lead to a loss of competition in the technology market and amount to a price-fixing cartel. 121 However, this is rarely a concern in standard-related pools as SEP are by definition complementary patents, and pools of complementary patents are shown to resolve royalty stacking and double-marginalisation, leading to overall lower royalties than when complementary patents are priced separately. 122 Thus, with standard related pools, the primary concern is potential collusion between SEP owners who may use patent pools as a vehicle for

118 Baron, J. et al., 2021, p. 153.
price restrictions and outpost limitations. Exclusivity arrangements in pool licenses may also be used to strengthen the pool’s market power and reduce innovation incentives by licensees. Thus, safeguards should be included to prevent sharing of sensitive information, screening exclusivity clauses for potential anticompetitive effects and promote independent licensing by pool members.

Overall, standard-related pools consisting of complementary patents are seen in a positive light. The US and EU competition authorities produced guidelines for assessing the conditions for pool formation that will not raise competition concerns. Common principles include: i) patents included in a pool must be essential and an independent mechanism for verification of essentiality must be established; ii) safeguards must be included to ensure that the exchange of sensitive information is restricted; iii) pooled patents should be licensed into the pool on a non-exclusive basis and licensed out of the pool on FRAND terms; iv) independent licensing by pool members must be allowed; v) grant-back clauses should be limited only to essential patents, parties must remain free to develop competing technologies and vi) licensors and licensees should remain free to challenge the validity and essentiality of pooled patents. Patent pools formed in accordance with these criteria will normally not be challenged by competition authorities.

123 Hovenkamp, E., Hovenkamp, H., 2017, (fn. 73); US Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, 2017, Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property, p. 30 (“when cross-licensing or pooling arrangements are mechanisms to accomplish naked price-fixing or market division, they are subject to challenge under the per se rule”).


However, despite their appeal large and successful pools have not formed for connectivity standards in the ICT industry, and the SEP Expert Group considers the way to facilitate their formation. As explained elsewhere, successful pools for IoT would need to gather a critical number of upstream SEP owners and various policy measures could be implemented to foster their creation, such as adopting value proportionality rules for the division of pool’s royalties, simplifying mandatory essentiality checks and agreeing on different licensing programs for different IoT products or markets.

The role of competition law in this context is to be more permissive to pool formation. Having established that a critical number of upstream SEP owners is needed to join the pool, competition authorities could be more tolerant of a pool setting a perceivably “high” royalty in order to incentivise upstream SEP owners to join the pool while, at the same time, disincentivise free riding and staying outside the pool. Setting a low royalty is shown to discourage participation of upstream SEP owners, preventing the pool from reaching a critical level of upstream SEP owners necessary for the broad market acceptance of the pool. Low pool royalty also encourages independent licensing outside the pool, since pool outsiders can charge high royalty because the pool has lowered the royalty or reduced transaction costs for other SEPs, leaving more value to outsiders.

Therefore, competition authorities should not look unfavourable to pool royalties.

How “high” royalty should be and whether it is too high is naturally subjective, but some guiding principles can be found. If SEP owners could agree on the reasonable aggregate royalty for a standard with consultations with implementers, such could represent a cap on the pool’s royalties and could be proportionally reduced based on the number of SEP owners
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and SEP included in a pool. Furthermore, patent pools have no incentives to charge an excessive royalty because it would start a vicious cycle of diminished 5G SEP licensing demand, impeding the deployment of 5G networks and products.132 Finally, whether the royalty is too high should be compared with the alternative of having disaggregated licensing, unknown aggregate price of the standards and transaction costs of bilateral licensing. As shown, transaction costs savings and the ease of one-stop-shop licensing from pools are significant.133

A move into establishing an IoT patent pool can be observed in Avanci, which gathers 2G to 4G SEPs, and soon also 5G SEPs, for licensing in the IoT.134 Currently, it provides a licensing program only for connected vehicles, with more programs for different IoT verticals expected in the future. It remains to be seen how such an initiative will fare in the SEP licensing markets in the future.

A related proposal is to have implementers form their own licensing negotiations groups (LNGs) for the purposes of collectively negotiating and licensing with SEP owners.135 This would additionally reduce transaction costs as SEP owners would be negotiating with only one group of implementers instead of every single company from the specific IoT sector. However, there are important differences between LNGs and patent pools and proposals for LNGs, as they are currently envisaged, raise significant competition risks.136 First, patent pools aggregate complementary patents that are necessary for all standard-implementers and, as such, do not increase the market power of their members. In contrast, LNGs are a collection of direct competitors, and their aggregate increases the market power of their members. Thus, there is a serious risk of LNGs being a façade for buyers cartels, unless their market power is constrained, and competition safeguards are adopted. As seen above, a collective of implementers risk turning into a buyers cartel and depress royalties to anti-competitive

134 https://www.avanci.com/
levels. In relation to LNGs competition law should be vigilant and guard against potential cartelisation on the downstream market level.

In conclusion, the competition trend in the IoT is to encourage industry-wide negotiations and licensing of SEPs. However, a crucial distinction must be appreciated between upstream patent pools and downstream LNG collaborations. Patent pools do not increase the market power of their members, and competition law should accordingly promote their formation in order to achieve efficiencies of one-stop-shop licensing and price transparency. On the other hand, LNGs increase the market power of their members and competition law should remain vigilant that downstream collaboration does not turn into a harmful buyers’ cartel.

6. Conclusion

The IoT will bring cellular connectivity to many different industries such as automotive, healthcare, home appliances, agriculture, and utilities. It will also bring SEP licensing issues to the front. The debate is on what role competition law should have in promoting access to SEPs and efficient licensing practices.

The article described three key areas where competition law has been invoked: i) refusal to license SEPs to different levels of the production chain; ii) collective price-setting of a standard, and iii) collective licensing of SEPs. It showed different competition concerns associated with each situation. In the first scenario, a refusal to license SEPs to different levels of the production chain was shown not to cause competitive harm since component manufacturers benefit from uninterrupted access to the standard by different means. They may be indirectly licensed by selling to licensed end-device manufacturers; may conclude non-assertion agreements or may benefit from a policy of non-enforcement of SEPs at a component level. The second scenario, collective price setting of a standard, may be pro-competitive if done by SEP owners on the upstream technology market, while the involvement of downstream implementers risks harming innovation incentives and may lead to downstream collusion and cartelisation. And third, patent pools may be an effective solution for licensing SEPs in the IoT. They aggregate complementary patents, create a one-stop-shop licensing solution and significantly lower transaction costs. On the hand, aggregation of implementers in LNGs raises competitive concerns as it increases the market power of members and risks turning into a buyers’ cartel. These distinctions should be kept in mind when debating solutions for the efficient licensing of SEPs in the IoT market.
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Internet intelligent stvari (IIS) uvodi mobilnu internet vezu u mnoge ekonomsko sektore. Od 5G standarda se očekuje da igra ključnu ulogu u povezivanju različitih uređaja. Međutim, uvođenje mobilne internet veze zahteva od raznolike grupe kompanija licenciranje patenta esencijalnih za 5G standard. Trenutno, jedno od glavnih pitanja pred Evropskom komisijom je kako efektivno licencirati esencijalne patente u IIS. Pravo konkurencije se često navodi kao moguće rešenje koje bi ili direktno regulisalo određenje prakse u licenciranju ili bi trebalo da se povuče i omogući privredi da kolektivno dogovara o najboljim rešenjima za licenciranje esencijalnih patenata. Autor analizira tri situacije u kojima se razmatra odgovarajuća uloga prava konkurencije: i) odbijanje licenciranja patenta na različitim nivoima proizvodnje; ii) kolektivno formiranje cena za standard i iii) kolektivno licenciranje patenata. U članku se posebno razmatra svaka situacija i analizira odgovarajuća uloga prava konkurencije u doprinošenju efikasnom licenciranju esencijalnih patenata u IIS.
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